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 (Extract) 
"The allegation is regarding digging and desscreting

the grave Yard. But the accued are also muslims. Hence it is
not Believable that a muslim will do it."
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294  2004 
 


The word "psychedelic" (coined by British

psychologist Humphry Osmond) means "mind
manifesting". By that definition, all artistic efforts to
depict the inner world of the psyche may be
considered "psychedelic".

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Psychedelic_art)

 



Hallucination  Psychedelic 



 Hallucination 






Hallucinogens are. . . chemicals which, in non-toxic
doses, produce changes in perception, in thought and
in mood, but which seldom produce mental
confusion, memory loss or disorientation for person,

place and time.
[Richard Evans Schultes, Albert Hofmann, and
Christian Rätsch: (1998) PLANTS OF THE GODS,
Their Sacred, Healing, and Hallucinogenic Powers,
Vermont: Healing Arts Press, Rochester, p:13]





There are many kinds of hallucinations: the most

common and popularly recognized is the visual
hallucination, often in colors. But all senses maybe
subject to hallucinations: auditory, tactile, olfactory,
and gustatory hallucinations can occur. [Ibid, p:12]






Hallucinogens or psychedelics produce deep changes
in the sphere of experience, in perception of reality,
in space and time, and in consciousness of self.
Depersonalization may occur. Without loss of
consciousness, the subject enters a dream world that
often appears more real than the normal world.
Colors are frequently experienced in indescribable
brilliance; objects may lose their symbolic character,
standing detached  and  assuming increased
significance since they seem to possess their own
existence. [Ibid, p:14]
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The psychic changes and unusual  states of
consciousness induced by hallucinogens are so far
removed from similarity with ordinary life that it is 
scarcely possible to describe them in the language of
daily living. [Ibid, p:14]
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It (totem) is as a rule an animal,and more rarely a
plant or a natural phenomenon, which stands in a
peculiar relation to the whole clan.
[Sigmund Freud: (2012) Totem and Taboo, special
Indian Edition: Routledge Classics, p:3]
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The totem is the comman ancestor of the clan; at the
same time it is their guardian spirit and helper, which
sends them oracles and, if dangerous to others,
recognizes and spares its own children. Conversely,
the clansmen are under a sacred obligation (subject
to automatic sanctions) not to kill or destroy their
totem and to avoid eating its flesh (or deriving
benefit from it in other ways). The totemic character
is inherent not in some individual animal or entity,
but in all the individuals of a given class.
[Sigmund Freud: Totem and Taboo, p:3]
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